
Drill starts on whistle, 3 players from each line go

Simple 3v3 trying to score on other net

On whistle, bring puck out. 6 new players play with a newly

spotted puck

Progressions:
Players can score on either net

Only use 1 goalie forcing goalie to move back and forth. Switch

goalies every shift in this scenario as it can be exhausting!

Add a 4th player from each team who must remain on the

offensive dot and the players must make pass to them before

shot on goal can occur

Players work on skating, edgework and transitions for both drills 1 and
2. Ensure for drill 2 players are going both directions to work on edges.
To ensure proper work to rest if lines are long you can send multiple
players through together, either stagger starts (1) or send multiple at
the same time (2). 
For progression add pucks for players to control.

Player starts with puck conducts a �gure 8 around the cones, passes
puck off barrier, picks it up and shoots on either side of the barrier.
Player follows the puck to the net for rebound.
Progressions:

Have coach stand behind barrier and hold up arm indication

which direction player must skate around barrier

Players must conduct mohawk, pivots facing the same direction

around cones.

For older players have them open hips on off wing for quick

shot

Key Points

Change the puck angle on the barrier for a quick shot, not

skating all the way to the net.

Good hand position/puck control around the cones

HCF 12U Week 2
Date: Oct 10 2022 Time: 5:30 pm

Back to basics Week 2- emphasis on skills (skating, shooting, passing)

Free play 3 mins

3v3 Back to Back 8 mins

Circle Skating- Iron Cross 7 mins

Figure 8 to shot 7 mins



Setup as shown (gates can move around as drill progresses). Coach
dumps the puck into a corner, �rst two players race to battle it out 1v1,
gain possession and try to skate the puck through a set of cones (gates).
When a player skates through the cones the next player in line joins the
play to create a 2v1 situation with player who has possession of the
puck. Can alter drill so player must skate through gate and then pass to
next person in line before they can join the play.
Play it out 2v1, defender is trying to skate the puck out of the zone.
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/double-gates-
activation-game
 

Key Points

Safe habits near boards (heads up, don't face boards, stay out of

the danger area)

Good puck habits; shoulder check, skate at �rst touch, puck

protection (don't expose puck)

Create scoring opportunities 2v1, exploit the defender.

Create a contested 1v1 puck battle below the goal line. Winner of the
puck (X1 in this example) can pass to any of the O players waiting
above the top of the circle. After the pass to O2 is made, X1 heads to
the front of the net for a screen and tip. F1 player who loses the puck
battle assumes defensive role and defends the front of the net by
boxing out and lifting stick. Play this drill out as desired.

Key Points
Win a battle, make a play. Win the puck, pass to a shooter and crash the
net with screen and tips. Score on loose-puck rebounds. Defend the
net front and teach good shooting habits from the outside.

Teaches your defencemen how to take breakdowns in your defensive
zone.

Coach will tell  1 one of three things player will do before the play
starts.

Stay

Attack  1

Pick up  2

1 has to read the play and react accordingly.

Double Gates Activation Game 7 mins

1v1 Puck Battle with Net-Front Tip 7 mins

30 in 30 - Drill 9 - 2 on 1 Breakdown Drill 7 mins
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Play 3v3 or 2v2 in a con�ned area for 30-40 second shifts. Players must
make a pass to coach in transition for attacking the net. 
Substitute players for coaches once they get the hang of the drill. 

Outlet Game 10 mins


